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THE SELF-SERVICE SOLUTION COMPLETES THE 
SECURECASH FAMILY

Identify cashiers by access code or fingerprint

Count and validate customer payments (bills and coins)

Return of the exact change (bills and coins)

Simplifies change of shift and reconciliation and closing 
cash desk with the automatic banknote straightener

Control the accounting and operational status of the unit 
locally or remotely to optimize cash availability

Prevent internal fraud by limiting employee access to 
stored cash

Deter potential theft with alarm activation if the safe is 
forced open or its location is shifted

The Paymaster self-service kiosk allows commerce in all sectors to reduce their 
personnel costs, generating savings in general expenses.

In this way, employees can focus fully on the needs of customers, allowing them to improve the 
service. Paymaster technology accepts payments, can help stores increase revenue, increase 
traffic and create a better experience for the customer.

Thanks to the Paymaster we help companies to strengthen their image as high-tech commerce.

Main functions

Its small size and ergonomics allow an easy installation 
in any location.

Securecash comes in two configurations:

Employees can focus on value add customer service 
activities, as Securecash handles all the balancing, 
validating and counting.

Shift changes and cash closings are completed with 
greater ease as reconciliation ensures accounts are 
properly maintained.

Size and ergonomics Employee productivity

Securecash MKI
Compact unit suitable for easy installation.

Securecash MKII
Standing unit provided with any level of Safe Chest.
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Coin recycler

Functions featured

Banknote recycler

Integrated 15-inch screen.

Contactless card reader, chip and magnetic stripe.

Card payment solution does not require a gateway of 
payment since it connects directly with “Redsys” 
without need for any intermediary, with the 
consequent saving for the commerce.

Dimensions and weight
PayMaster

Height 1457 mm x Width 575 mm x Depth 495 mm
Weight 115 kg

Secure and removable coin deposit box with a 1,500-coin 
capacity (non-recyclables and hopper overflow)

Accepts all denominations including 1 eurocent. 
 
Accepts and validates coins in bulk (up to 100)

Validates 3-4 coins per second

Rejects non-genuine coins

Recycles up to  eight denominations

Dispenses up to eight denominations
 
Multi-coin hoppers can handle up to four denominations      
per hopper, with a capacity of 325 to 775 coins each

Automatic loading

Orderly unloading of hoppers to output mouth

Uses a single-mouth banknote reader

Supports all denominations

Accepts and validates banknotes one by one

Accepts banknotes in any order and on any face

Validates 1,5 -2 banknotes per second

Rejects non-genuine banknotes

Recycles up to three denominations in independent cylinders 
with a capacity of 50 banknotes each

Dispenses change in up to three denominations

Store non-recyclable denominations or excess of recycled ones 
(500 notes for MKI and 2,500 for MKII) in a removable safety box

Orderly unloading of cylinders to mouth or to safety transport-
able stacking cassette
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